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SUPT. I. W. EVANS
To him who has labored so farthfully in the uphuilding of
our schools, this first volume of the Sayonara
is respectfully dedicated.

Had you been a visitor to the Bonham High School in 1891, you would have
been met at the door by the Superintendent, B. F. Pettus, and shown through two
buildings of rather ancient brick a,1d woo<l. Had you asked for information concerning our high. school, you would have found three teachers instructing 46 pupils
in the one proverbial course of Latin, English, Hisrory, and Mathematics for graduation. The two above-mentioned buildings and the entire school plant of Bonham
were valued at $15000.
Through the ten succeeding years, two men held the position of Superintendent-J. L. Reed and S. H. Foster. The high school grew as best it might under
the existing conditions, an:i in 1901 the present superintendent, I. W. Evans, was
elected to take charge of the city schools. In that year the improvements began.
The building now used in South Bonham was erected, and three years later bonds
were voted for the construction of the present magnificent high school building.
In 1905 additional bonds were issued to build the structure now known as the Bailey
Inglish building. With the addition of Physics and Chemistry to the high school
curriculum, laboratories were installed for the experimental work in these subjects.
In various other ways the city schools continued to improve with the progress
of time, and during the past year took rank as one of the most up-to-date systems
in the State. Special departments of Manual Training, Agriculture, and Domestic
Science were installed, and the equipments accompanying these installations increased the valuation of property to $100,000.
But, it is not only in new and additional property that our schools have shown
progress. The enrollment in the high school proper has almost doubled in the past
ten years, and now seven teachers instruct 180 pupils in twenty-five subjects. The
pupil has the option of pursuing any one of four different courses to graduation,
fitting the course to his liking and his talent. The affiliation with the State University has grown from 12 units in 1901 to 21,½' in 1911, with additional units
pending in Agriculture, Manual Training, and Domestic Science. This affiliation
enables the graduate of our schools to enter the University, not only without
entrance examinations, but with credits toward his college degree.
The remarkable progress shown in our city schools during the past ten years
must be admitted to be an enviable one. And too much praise cannot be given
our incumbent superintendent. Through his faithfulness and indefatigable energy
our schools have become envied for their excellence and the pride of our city.
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RUTH STEGER
Editor-in-Chief

KENNON WHITE
Business Alana1;er
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MINNIE LEE BARRETT
Latin and German

HERBERT RATHER
English and History

FRANCIS WHITE
Ma thematics
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E. C. BEEZLEY

AIanual T, aining and Drawing

JI/RS. /, ELLd R. STROTIIE R
Domestic Art and Science
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A /lied Sciences and Agriculture
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CLASS OFFICE'l{S:
Presidmt: John
Vice-President:
Secretary-Treas urer:
Sayonara Representative:

Scarborough
Ruth Steger
Kennon P. Whitt
Emil)• 'Belle Jackson

MOTTO:
"Ahl a man's reach should exceed his grasp."

COLORS:
White and Gold

FLOWER:
Daisy

We, the Seniors of the Bonham High School, in order to form a more perfect
class, establish justice to ourselves, insure serious tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the student body, and secure the good will of the Faculty
and our descendants, do ordain and establish this creed for the class• of 1911. We
believe not in a principal, maker of rules, giver of demerits, and holder of conferences. We believe that each pupil shall determine the rules for his proceedings,
the punishments for his disorderly conduct, and with the concurrence of two-thirds
of the class, expel a teacher, especially during a study period or a class meeting.
We believe the Seniors have the right: To pass judgment on the deeds and acts
of the Juniors; to decide upon annual holidays; to determine a uniform deportment
grade, which shall not exceed 100 and shall not be less than 95. To make all laws
which shall be necessary for the carrying into execution the foregoing powers.
Done in a class meeting, by the unanimous consent of all Seniors present, in
the year of our Lord, 1911. In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our
names.
--10--
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JOHN A. SCdR.BO·l{OUGH
Class President
"Which must end me.
,-1 fool's wrath or love.""

RUTH S fF.GER
!'ice-President Senior Class
"The very pink of courtesy"

KENNON P. WHITE
Secretary-Treasurer Senior Class
"God made him,
Therefore let him pass for a man"
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CLIFFORD GIBSON
"Jam quick to see the point in an.1• joke"

/

JIM H. BOONE
"IVhere ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise"

BERNICE CARLETON
"The idle singer of an empty day"

J'HH

Sd}ONdR d

SALLIE RIDLING
"Wise-looking, but perfectly harmless."

CLIFFORD VERNON
I thunderin![ 'no' from a woman I am afraid of."

ALLJEN RICHARDS

I

''As yet a child, and not a fool to fame,
I lisped in numbers, and the nurr1bers came."
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ANN WIGGIN S
"01,, happy youth,
For whom the fates reserved so fair a bride"

OSCA'l{ WELCH
"When /,e btgins to talk everyone crosses his fingers"

lI
I

AGNES TARI ER
"Gone the fires of youth"
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EMILY BELLE JACKS ON
"I slwuld like to play society, but I'd rather study"

FRED WEJ/ PLE
"Like Cato, he gives his lrttle senate laws,
.tlnd sits attentive to his own applause"

ALMA KINKE AD
"The mild expression spoke a mind
In duty firm, composed, resigned"
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LOCKIE /IIA RSI-LILL
"A .t[iant was in our midst."

JURT 1'. SWEEN EY
"E'en tho vanquishe d he could argue still."

''

\

I

ELISA'B E'J'll LOVE
"J(ather than he less,
She cared not to he at all"
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RUTH 'BRA.MLFJTE
''And trust me, dear, good humor can prevarl,
IF'hen airs, and flights, and screams, and scolding fail."

I .•

HOIP',IRD BRIDGE
"There mar ha-z'l' lived handsomer men-but I doubt it."

KATIE BARRETT
"Her files of pins extend their shining rows,
Puffs, powders, patches, Bibles, billets-doux."

- 1 7-
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CLASS OFF/Cf.RS
Presulent: Jesse Kincaid
Vice-Presidmt: Elizabeth Hoskins
Secretary-Treasurl'r: lfTm. 11/arshall
Sayona,a Representative: Evans K,llou!{b

MOTTO
"Since life fleets, all is chan!{e:
The Past !{One, seize today .1 "
COLORS
Purple and Golrl
FLOWER
Pansy
CLASS 'R..,OLL

May Brownlee
Bernice Caldwell

Grady Barrett

Omie Harkins

Frank Johnson

Elizabeth Hoskins

Jesse Kincaid

Jno. Foote

Lonnv Fuller

Willie Carr

Lannius Kincaid

Evans Killough

Bertha Levine

Margaret Maddtey

Litta Love

\Vm. ;.\larshall

Galen McKinney
Evans Pritchett
Sim Smith

Ethel Neal

Genevieve Rathbun
Etna Tribble

Stanley Stevens
JS

Sadie Smith
Lucile Vernon
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CLASS OFFICERS
President: Hope Brownlee
Vice-President: Hope Stallings
Secretary-Treasurer: Stewart Arledge
Sayonara Representative: Francis E. Moss

MOTTO
"Never do anrthing you can leave undone."

COLORS
Light blue and gold
FLOlrER
lonqurl

We, the members of the Sophomore class, in order to form a more perfect
union, establish justice to ourselves, insure our Domestic Science, promote our
general happiness, and secure the blessings of the Faculty on ourselves, do ordain
this creed. We believe in the formation of a common stronghold against the
Seniorv,nd the Juniors, and a society of pity for the pathetic Freshmen. In waiting till the last minute to bring up all our work; in never doing anything that can
be left undone; and in sneakingly preparing one lesson during another recitation; in
patiently enduring all the hardships inflicted on us by the faculty-just because we
are"indifferent Sophs"-until they become too unjust,then in rising in revolt and in
continuing the struggle till we are-ingloriously defeated. We, as members of the
Domestic Science and Manual Training classes, believe in becoming "carriers of
(dish) water and hewers of-wood." We believe in always sharing each other's
interests; in rejoicing when another rejoices, and in weeping when another weeps.
--20--
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l'L.ISS ROLL
James Alexander

A_Stewart Arledge

Hope Brownlee

Florine Bales

Joe Babb

Milton Bramlette

Lovd Bridge

Hubert Bragg

Eula Agnew

Amelia Cowart

Edith Coursey

Nina Conall v

Oda Campbel

Fannie D avis

Emilv Dyer

Vera Dulaney
Capitola Fulkerson

Leon Dickey

D. L. Harkins

Winnie Hardin

Jeff Rav Gribble

Viola Gault

Ella Marcom

Eula Mullins

t.: na Lovelace

Leonard Jack on

Irma Hail

Emma Lee Hail

Grady McCulloch

Francis M oss

Sam Meade
Dewitt

O da M cD ade
James Nunn

Burrus Parker

Hope Stalli ng

Will Salter

oble Sear
Grace Swope

Florence Spence

Elizabet h W hite

John Peterson

Gladys Ridling

Glenda Roberson

Cora Price

eal

Lucile Thompson

Mary W ombwell

Julian W hite
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CL1SS OFFICE'R,S:
Prrsidm t: ]1111 7J. Russell
Via-Presiden t: Howard Higdon
Secretary-Tr easurer: lennit R. Stanley
Sayonara Representativ e: Rex- Hendrix

MO'T'TO:
"Still waters run deep.''

COLORS:
Red and lf/hitt

FLOWER:
.-lmerican 7Jeauty
ZI-

T H
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CLASS ']{OLL
Florence Bohannon
Ruth Bizzell
Alpha Buchanan
Clara Brvant
Jessie Cox
Hazel Collett
Safford Cha nev
Gertrude Dearing
Gober Gibson
Mary Galbraith
Rex Hendrix
Howard Higdon
Sue Allen Hays
Phoebe Hancock
Raymond Johnson
Ruby Lyday
Joe 8. Lowrey
Raymond Lacey
Frankie Lmdsey
Ruby Ann Lair
Josephine Moss
Oma Mayfi eld
Eugene Millis
Ernest Mann
James Maddrey
Mattie B. Newman
Bailey Peters
Jim B. Russell
Clara Ruth
Gus Steger
Kathleen Stevens
Katie Lee Smith
Jennie H. Stanley
Flora Wright
Geo. Wheeler

Agll°~ (g{l.11IlLC{l.111f1!llil §®(gL(Jl '.IT'lhl
CLiSS OFFICERS
President : George Gray
l'ice·President: (;ale Lilley
Secretary·'/ reasu,er: Grafton <..:lark
Saronara Representative: Geo. Saunden

MOTTO
"l'Ve rise th rough 111istakes to l11gk~r things."
COLORS
lavender and ll'hite

FLOWER
lilac
CL1SS ·R_,OLL
Ruby Anderson
Alice Abernathy
Bonnie Baker
Vi rgie Riggers
Gertie Barrett
Sallie Burney
Grafton Clark
Ruth Carter
Gladys Coleman
Leslie Cole
Ethel Davis
Nellie Dyer
Marian Gale
Mary Gates
Henderson Gates
Leola G;;ines
Zenobia Hight
ln amae Hight
Raymond Heffner
Eunice Jacks
Chas. Jones
John Kennedy
Gale Lilley
Roy Leslie
Gertrude I ,ee
Ralph Lewallen
Pearl Lewis
Jack Lyday
Adeline Maddrey
Louise Milstead
Winnie Nabors
Walter Newman
Hattie Robinson
Pauline Ryon
Bess Smith
Hcmmis Steger
George Saunders
Albert Sasser
SiJ Stevenson
Byron Sisson
Frank Scarborough
John Sparger
Raymond Tapp
Louise Woodward
Allie Wood
Joe Wombuell
Graham Welch
-25-
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The Agricultural course in this, as well as in other High Schools, has risen
out of a need, long felt in established communities, tor better methods of farming.
Everyone who has considered the subject knows that it is the farm methods and
the amount of intelligence used rather than other factors which give permanent
pro.,perity to the farmers. The only way to obtain this is by means of education
properly combined with practice. The aim, therefore, of this department is to give
instruction, not only in the sciences of Botany, Zoology and Chemistry, which pertain to and underlie the principles of AgFiculture, but in the practical art itself.
The laboratories are equipped with microscopes, dissecting instruments, chemical
rea!!ents, and other apparatus for the teaching of these elementary sciences in such
a way that they will have a practical bearing upon Agriculture. The school farm
consists of five and one-half acres conveniently located with regard to the High
School. It is furnished with a store room, 16x30 feet, built by the boys of the
school, and all the improved implements necessary for the tending ot the land.
Some twenty different crops are being grown on a small scale, and all the work is
done by the boys themselves. V1rtuall}' every lesson discussed in the class room
finds a practical application on the farm sometime during the season.
It is not expected that many of the boys of the course will become actual
farmers. Some of them will; others will become interested in the subject of the
science and continue their education in that line. The others, no matter what
business or profession they may enter, will be none the worse for their training.
They will be able to realize more fully the factors that determine the country's
prosperity and be more intelligently in sympathy with all efforts for improved farm
practice.

--{c)--
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F.!ementary Agricultur e

011

High School Farm

Class l11oculati111; a Field of Alfalfa
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MANUAL~

Manual trnining and mechanical drawing were introduced intu the Bonham
schools at the beginning of the 1910 scholastic year. The boys of the eighth and
ninth grades were given the option of choosing two of the three following subjects:
l'u:inual Training, Agriculture and Lat111. Sixty boys, or about 95 per cent of all
the boys eligible to enlist in the course, enrolled for work.
The eighth grade boys were given a course 111 Sloyd or Elementary Woodwork.
o difficult
This course consists of the making of simple articles for practical use.
joints are attempted, but the intention of the course is to give the pupil sufficient
practice with the tools at hand, so that he will be able to develop his efficiency to a
degree in keeping with his capacity Sloyd, as it is taught here, leads systematicallv
to th,· f\ext year's work.
Joinery, which, as the term signifies, is a study of the construction and application of the several joints common to the wooctworking profession, 1s taken up 111 the
Sophomore year. Especial stress 1s laid on the accurate construction of the half lap,
the mortise and tenon, the metre, the tongue and groove, and the dove-tail joints.
In the Junior year, a course in Wood Turning is taught. We have lathes of
the individual motor type large enough to do work of an} ordinary size. The work
of this year is close!} allied to the course in Pattern making and cabinet work that
is taken up in the S..:nior year. Metal work may be installed.
Drawing is closeh correlated with the shop work, and is taken up in successive
steps, beginning with geometric constructions and isometric and orthographic projection and leading up through developments of surfaces and sections to machine
and architectural drawing.
Manual training has assumed such a degree of efficiency as to give an indirect
preparation for life by teaching the underlying principles of several trades and br
giving a dexterity to hand that will make it the more receptive of cultivation.
As this department is added to and built up from year to year, greater good and
more results will he evident in this line of work.
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3cience.

In consideration of the fact that our system of education is so general in its influence, it is thought to be a disgrace for our bo,·s and girls to be ignorant of any
of the literary branches of study. When will it be considered a disgrace for our
irirls, the future mothers and home makers of the country, not to have a scientific
knowledge of household management-t he rock on which so many families are
wrecked? Perhaps the most important subject included under the head of homemaking is the value, selection, and preparation of food. Many of us, who have
given little thought to Domestic Science in its broadest sense, have believed that
schools of cookery were places where persons were only taught to make fancy,
decorative dishes rather than those of nutritive value. This oelief became general
through the fact that many schools of cookery of a purely commercial nature were
established, which were patronized by women whose highest ambition was to out·
shin~ their neighbor in the production of odd, elaborate, indigestible concoctions for
their luncheons and pink teas.
The object of the real school of Domestic Science is to train our girls to use
food as a strength-giving, body-building material, which shall make of our boys and
girls vigorous men and women, both phvsically and mentally, so that they may do
their part in working out the great plan of life. The health and morals of a people
depend mainly on the food they eat and the homes they live in. The cooking
classes of today must learn to make attractive meals out of nutritious material, and
to pay attention to composition and quantity of food served, as well as to its outside
appearance. They must learn the quality of various food materials and how to apportion them.
The study of Domestic Science leads to the study of sociology, and our girls
should be taught to carry inspiration to other homes, furnishing information needed
for the betterment of mankind. Surely there is a nobler motive in life than to
spend one's time attending cheap theatres, reading light literature, or gossiping with
one's neighbors.
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Physics Lahoraton·

Z oo/ogy Laboratory
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The Bonham H igh School was well represented in all lines of athletics this season.
The foo tball team made the least enviable record, on account of having lost so
many star pl ayers of the season before. The games were: Bonham 0 at Denison 0,
Dallas 10 at Bonham 6, and Bonham 0 at Greenville 6. Captain Scarborough
and Hark ins were the stars.
The basketball team enjoved a very successful season. Clarksville came here
Dec. 20, and were defeated by a score of 25 to 5. Sherman divided the honors
with us, Bonham winning only on the home court with a score of lt to 6. Allien
Richards was easilv the star.
Ttack work ~as attempted for the first time this year and brought very encouraging results. Scarborough and Peterson showed up in fine form. The team
has participated in only one meet this season. This was at Sherman, which high
school scored 66 to B. H. S. 24. The boys are looking forward to an excellent
team next year.
The baseball is holding its own, having played six games, as winners in four.
The gam es and scores follow: Bonham 8 at Grayson College 5, Bonham 9 at
Honey Grove 4, Bonham 8 at Greenville 10, Greenville 3 at Bonham 2, H oney
Grove 4 at Bonham 17, and Bonham 8 at Sherman 3.
--}7--
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OFFICE'l{S:
President : Ruth Steger
Vice-President : Hart 'T. Sweeney
Secretary-Treasurer: Elisabeth Love
MO'T'TO:
"The ready tongue bespeaks the fertile brain."

Should you ask me whence this laughter,
Whence these shouts of great applause ,
Whence these strains of glorious music,
Issuing from the realms supernal,
Whence the lilt of girlish voices
And the deeper bass of men ,
I should an5wer, I should tell you,
From the throats of joyous Seniors,
From the handclaps and their encores,
To the merry tune of violin
And the songs of many artists.
Should you ask me where these artists
Found these songs so wild and wayward ,
Found these songs so full of pathos,
I should answer, I should tell J-Ou,
In the halls of our dear High School,
Among the secret Philologians.

In our class of one and twenty,
In the great wide hall above us ,
We, the band of mighty Seniors,
Organized this famous club,
For the betterment of pupils,
And the drawing closer, nearer,
Of the bonds of human love.
--40- -
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MOTTO:
Give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
OFFICE'R .,S:
President: Frank Johnson
Vice-President: Omie Harkins
Secretary and 'Treasurer: Jesse Kincaid

A. §iimiiil@

Like unto the star of evening,
As it descends the paling west;
Like the gleam of morning sunlight
On the dew-dropp ' d Rower's breast;
Like the gentle dawn of morning
Flushing o'er the summer skies
Are the glory of thy glances
And the lustre of thine eyes.
Like a brooklet ever growing
Is my depth of love for thee;
Like sweetest music ever Rowing
Its melody shall be
A song of glad rejoicing ,
Ever springing from the heart,
In sweetest numbers ever voicing
A love that shall ne'er depart.

--41--
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I stayed all night with Bug Campbell once. At the supper table I said, "Pass
the putato, Bug." After supper we went out on the porch and I said, "I think it
is going to lightning, Bug."
"No, I think it will rain," he replied," for I feel the change in my pocket."
"Later he asked, "How long have you been in Texas, Bill?"
"Since June, Bug," I answered.
When I had begun to get sleepy I said, "Don't you think we had better go to
bed, Bug?"

If you desire profound knowledge,
If you wish to enter college,
If you want to have good health,
Look in Bryce's Commonwealth.
If you yearn for lands and plenty,
Wish to live three score and twenty,
Or to win life's mate by stealth,
Look in Bryce's Commonwealth.
If you long to be a preacher,
Or a Bonham High School teacher,
Or a president yourself,
Look in Bryce's Commonwealth.
Mr. Fillers, to Bernice: What is the study of theology?
Bernice: It's something like geometry, I think.
Mr. Rather: Litta, explain apostrophe when used as a figure of speech.
Litta: I don't know what it is, but it's made like a comma turned upside
down.
Mr. Rather: Lucile, what relation was Queen Mary of
Edward VI?
Lucile: She was his step-brother.

Scotland to King

Mr. Fillers, to Genevieve in Physics: Genevieve, what
tion of the Daniell cell?
Genevieve: They are used in batteries.

a practical applica-

--42--
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Fred suggests that Miss Barrett have the windows painted to keep Hart from
seeing the automobile s pass on the outside,
Miss Barrett to Sim ( who always wants to answer constructio ns when they
are answered in the notes): What tense is possit?
Sim (referring to notes): Ironical.
Mr. Rather: Frank, why was Pope Pius IV called Pope Pious ?
Frank: Because there were three other popes before him called Pious.
Miss White in geometry class, pointing to the exterior-in terior angles of a triangle, asked John Foote what they were called. He replied that they W('re called
the internal-ex ternal angles.
The other day in school Fred asked Miss White if he might speak to Jim. In
the course of a few minutes Miss White began to think that Fred was making his
visit too long, so she gently reminded him, "Fred, I expect you'd better go home."
Fred took her literally.
Mr. Fillers: Kennon, which would you rather join-the army or the navy?
Kennon: The navy, sir.
Mr. Fillers: Why?
Kennon: Oh, you get to see more.
Mr. Fillers: Yes, that's true. You do get to sea more.
Miss Barrett had called on several of the 11th grade boys to translate a sentence in the "Vergil" lesson. None of them could do so. Miss Barrett: What's
the matter? Are they crippled today?
Mr. Beezley (pointing at the board in a freshman drawing class):
this figure called?
Class: A recticle.

What 1s

DeWitt N ea! and Joe Babb developed great efficiency in one line, while building the High School granary and tool shed; i. e., in asking Mr. Beezley what was
the time.
Of all our teachers that are stuck-up looking
The worst is the handsome Mr. - As grease is cut off by a soapy lather,
So are our grades cut :lown by Mr.-As black as a cat's eyes on a dark night,
Are the large, shiny eyes of our Miss - Of all the fellows that are onery and measley
The worst is the one called Mr. - If you want to pass you had better prepare itLatin and German under Miss - --43--
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The wine might have had something to do with it, for the company at dinner
that evening was gay and brilliant, and toast after toast was given in Van Walton'
excellent wines. Yet I had never been one to be easily affected by a little wine,
so, as you may well imagine, I neither understood nor appreciated my host's appar•
ent solicitude for me when I took my departure. He even went so far as to insist
on aiding me down the steps into his own motor car waiting at the curb, while [
could make no protest, for I hated to offend the old chap.
His low spoken words to the chauffeur and the nod of understanding which
followed irritated me almost to the point of leaping from the car, but I restrained
myself. After all my head did feel a little queer, but then the night was unusuallr
hot and sultry, and that recent loss in Wall Street had been worrying me considera·
bly of late. Perhaps it was just as well that I should go home in the car. The
matter was unimporta11t, and if Van Walton wished to m_a ke a fool of himself
through his overdone solicitude for me, it was no affair of mine. The cushions
were thick and soft, the smooth motion of the car soothed me, and I soon fell
into a restful, half-conscious state.
But the pleasant, dreamy mood into which I had fallen was rudely disturbed
when we drew up at my own curb. The chauffeur came around and opened the
door for me, then started to assist me from the car. The mere touch of the man's
hand upon my arm filled me with anger, and 1 struck him savagely in the face as I
leaped unaided to the pavement.
Mine is a peculiarly sensitive nature, and the outburst of passion to which I had
given vent set my hii!;h-strung nerves to quivering, so it was with an unsteady step
and a clouded vision that I made my way up the steps to the door. After some
fumbling with my latch key, I got the door open, and turned down the long hall.
Instantly I detected a peculiar odor, such as must hang over the field where a
great battle has been fought and thousands of men lie bleeding on the ground.
That odor of fresh, warm blood sickened me, and filled me with a vague, indefinable dread.
The silence of the house was oppressive, and the intense darkness weighed
down on me like a crushing, sable pall. One hour of that infinite silence, one hour
of that appalling darkness, would have driven me mad. As it was, my nerves were
leaping wildly, and the blood beat in on my brain in tide on tide of fire, when I
reached the sitting room door. With a deep sigh that was almost a sob of relief I
threw open the door.
I took one step forward, and then recoiled, paralyzed alm:Jst with terror. The
blood congealed in my veins, my limbs grew icy cold and almost gave way beneath
me. My breath made a hoarse, rattling sound in my throat, and then ceased with
the very horror of what I saw.
Suspended by a ~light cord from the ceiling, a man was hanging head downward. The man's face was turned from me, but I could see that he was dead. In
-
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his throat was a great gaping wound, from which thick, black drops of blood
trickled one by one, and fell with a dead splash into a broad, crimson pool ever
widening beneath that gruesome, swaying figure.
The man's form was not clear cut and distinct, but fading and delusive. At
times parts of his body would entirely fade away, then the whole would merge into
an uncertain blur, and again reappear in a kind of dull transparencv. At these
times, although I knew the man was quite dead, I could see his heart beat with a
slow and steady stroke.
And in the heart there smouldered a dull and ghastly flame, which, at times,
Hared wildly up and burned a gloomy, sullen red. By its weird glare I could see
the black drops splash down until the ghastly lake in which they fell began to
Sf'read, and soon it reached to my very feet. Upon the walls about me appeared
great crimson splashes and daubs, and the lofty ceiling became an indistinct blur of
blood.
Suddenlv that ghostly flame flared up strongly, and as suddenly sank to a pale,
wan glow. And now from out a distant corner of the room, her form but half revealed hy the pallid light, a woman came toward me. At every step the rich, ruby
drops splashed over her bare feet. Her white robe and her death -like face were
smeared with blood, and her long, fair hair was matted with ropes of gore.
As she approached me I strove to cry out. I strove to turn and flee down the
hall, but my every muscle was bound up in that thrall of horror, and I was powerless. She reached me. She threw her arms about my neck, and pressed her
bloody lips on mine. I felt that awful, clammy dew clotting on my cheek, and its
very touch sent the chill of death to my heart. Half wild with terror, I shook the
woman from me, and struck madly at her with my clenched fist. My strength
and consciousness went with the blow and I fell forward across that threshold of
horrors.
When I opened my eyes again bright sunlight was streaming across my bed.
My eyes traveled slowly from the swinging lamp with its red globe to the deep
crimson of the Brussells rug beneath it, thence to the walls bearing their rich clusters of red roses. Yes, all these things were as I had always known them. But,
when my wife bent over me, tht>re on her soft cheek was a great dark bruise I had
never seen before.
JESSE KrNCAID-'12.

~ l\n © W 11 llil ~ Cur tul llllil

Of all the useless habits, it seems to me that chewing gum is the most useless
and nerve-racking.
I see a giddy school girl standing before her mirror at seven thirty a. m.,
wrestling with hair pins and rats, glancing occasionally at her open English book,
and looking in disdain upon an unfinished comi,usition on "Habits and Customs."
-
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Finally, the hair is fastened up temporarily, and, in disgust, she seizes the composition and a pencil, and reaches for a mouthful of gum. She chews the gum at
intervals, writes fitfully, scratches her head thoughtfully , and chews again.
When the minute hand on the clock creeps dreadfully close to twelve, and the
hour hand has already reached nine, she hastily gathers up books and pencils, and
starts for school, accompanied by her gum. The lateness of the hour calls for swift
walking, and she keeps perfect time with her gum.
As she enters the school room, flushed and breathing quickly from her rapid
walk and vigorous chewing, her teacher notices the gum and frowns darkly. She
slips quietly into her seat, takes the offending article from her mouth, and sticks it
carefully in the back of her desk. where several other such articles are hiding.
When a hard lesson comes, she reaches for the gum, and chews diligentlv
while she performs the task. All day long the gum helps wonderfully in the preparation of all her lessons.
When school is over she starts for home, and, with a frown, she discovers she
has left her gum. For a minute she looks sad and thoughtful, then a bright smile
spreads over her face and she darts into a grocery store.
She leans over the counter, smiles sweetly at the obliging clerk, and says,
"Gum, please." Thus endowed, she hastens home to prepare lessons for the
morrow.
That night there are many lessons to prepare, and some of them are very hard,
but she works faithfully for a time, till they are all completed, then she leans back
with a sigh and peacefully chews her gum.
FANNIE DAVIS-13.

The worst water I ever drank was at Freshwater, Texas. Freshwater is a
"burg" in the southwest part of the State that hasn't grown for the last thirty
years, and won't grow any for the next thirty, because the people there do everything but what they should do.
l\1y old crony, Pete McCrouth, had them going his way once. Indeed, that
was the cause of Pete's being where he is now. You see, this is the way it happened. Pete blowed into Freshwater from the East, where climatic conditions
didn't agree with him, and, instead of hanging around the dives and filling himself
with blind tiger benzine, he put up at the hotel and passed himself off as a man
with "some capital." The people opened their eyes, and when he thought of investing in Freshwater real estate, they went wild-men, women and all.
Old man Marvin, the president of the bank, gave a dinner at his house in
Pete's honor. And there was where the thing started. I. Z. Marvin had a daughter named Jossie, who, with her dad's sixty thousand, wasn't a bad looker. Well,
Jossie fell in love with Pete the first sight she caught of him. For the next two
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months Pete's hat hung old man Marvin's stag horns every night. Finally it was
rumored that Pete and Jossie was engaged, and rumors are always correct in Freshwater, except sometimes . But this wasn't one of them times.
Now you don't want to get into your thinking box that Pete was all play and
no work-not he. He had made visits to the bank and got the lay of the land
there. He knew at what time to a minute the streets were cleared. And, if you
would have searched Pete's room thorougly you'd have found the best set of
"tools" between Frisco and Orleans.
As the wedding approached things began to stir. Old man Marvin wasn't no
slouch. He made arrangeme nts with an orchestra from Houston and a bishop
from San Antonio to come to Freshwate r and do things up right.
The night before the wedding Pete was at his sweethear t's house until late.
All the plans for the next ten years was laid out with Pa Marvin's help. The last
words was said and Pete stepped out into the night air.
He walked, or rather run, to the hotel, got the kit, and started out. After
dodging around for awhile to make sure that the night watchman wasn't looking
at him, he entered the alley leading up to the bank.
The next morning, while I. Z. Marvin was eating his breakfast , he was sent
for to come to the bank. When he got there he saw the vault had been looted.
Well, this was pretty bad; but then, the bank was insured, and the loss wasn't anything to him. Someone showed him a note from the burglar. About all that
Pete saiJ was that he was sorry he had to depart so unceremon iously, but that regrets didn't do any good. He closed up by saying: "Love to Jossie, and long life
to you, Major"; and signed it "Pete."
Well, sir, the air got blue in about ten seconds. People passing along in front
of the bank three weeks later could smell brimstone.
This put Freshwate r on the map, and g,we the Freshwate rites something to
talk about for ten years to come. When I was there two years ago I heard the
storv fifty times in fifty different ways, and in about that number of hours. As for
I. Z., he won't let anyone talk about the matter in his presence; he fired the best
clerk in the bank because he heard him telling me the tale. As for Jossie, she only
smiles when told of the affair, but, no doubt, as she sits reading Mary J. Holmes'
latest novel or something of the sort, thoughts of Pete pass through her mind.
Pete hasn't much time to think of her, but, no doubt, on the long Sunday evenings
his mind is filled with thoughts of the girl that ruined him, for, you know the State
gave Pete a railroad ticket to Huntsville about six months after the affair.
FRANK }OHNSON -'12.
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Deep in the valley of life,
On the path that leads to the goal,
Gleaming with its beauties rife
Stands the palace of the soul.
Springing upward to the skies
All aglow with golden light
Snowy clouds of turrets rise,
And gleam in beauty on the sight.
Around it silvery waters flow,
Murmuring on down to the deep,
In all its courts fair lilies blow,
And in their hearts the dew-drops sleep.
Of crystal are the gleaming walls,
The gates of shining gold,
In air subdued a glory falls
As over a temple old.

*
Let us leave it in its glory
While the years die and decay,
And then, when Father Time is hoary,
Let us pass again that way.
What a sight is that which meets us,
For where that stately palace stood,
No beauty stands forth and greets usOnly a heap of rotten wood!
Fallen are the gleaming walls,
The stream forever still'd,
O'er the ruins a nightbird calls
To air with sorrow filled.
Around its beauty fallen low
The bitter winds now moan,
Thru all its halls black shadows go,
Whence all things bright have flown.
Upon the glory of dying day
Has fallen the twilight chill and gray,
And soon the last pale ray of light
Willi fade into the deepest night.
-JESSE
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In a kingdom of wiles,
In a bright land of smiles,
Dwelt a tender little dream ,
A being bright
As rainbow hght,
And pure as a star's clear beam.
A mighty king, he ruled alone;
A monarch great, he held_ his throne
In the light of a woman's eyes.
His castles fair,

Like jewels rare,
Gleamed softly white ' neath sapphire skies.
A shadow fell ,
A potent spell
Over the dream was thrown;
And in his heart
A twofold part
Of passion 's seeds was sown.
The earth is dead ,
The heavens red
With a pallid , ghostly glow ,
And in the gloom
Of a living tomb
Shades of death move to and fro.
A spirit drear,
In garments sere,
A kingdom fair bemoans,
And in the depth of a bitter heart
Thought s of joy can find no part
With hollow sounding groans.
-

JESSE KlNCAI D-'lZ

Nothing is more pleasing and delicately artful to the eye than a glorious sunset
,
over vast fields of the most beautiful flowers that nature can, in all of her ramblings
will.
own
their
at
there
grow
to
leave
and
drop down on some picturesq ue spot
Passing along the valleys and foot-hills of the mountain s , the gaze of the eye is
-
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directed to the azure, delicate purple, and crimson colors of the celestial hemisphere. The sun 1s just turning his back to us and going on to illuminate rhe sky
of those little children of other spheres; vet he hesitates a few moments, only to get
a view of the beauty he is leaving behind.
Embedded in banks of buttercups and other flowers of less consequence, with
here and there a few blades of cat-tails, is a small lake or pool. The fish therein
peep their heads up to throw good-night kisses at the beautiful lassies onthe banks,
all arrayed in their daintiest colored dresses of delicare yellow, blushing and smiling
at the lass who did so choose to bestow on them his love.
As the gigantic sun sees this little scene of roma11ce, he laughs and nods his
hearl in hearty approval, wishing that he could tarry a few moments longer and see
the end. But time is moving on, and he swings on with a more rapiJ progress to
make up lost time. After he is gone, his arms still linger to embrace all of the
beauty left. The last rays are cast over the field of buttercups, about whose heads
is a glorious light to designate their holiness, and the sun sees them nod at some
gaily colored butterfly as he passes to his place of rest.
Even after the arms are folded in their places, there is a beautiful color that
still hovers over the heads of these little flowers before they close their eyes in slee1i.
BESS VINCENT SMITH-'14.

The cold north wind had blown hard all ni ght , and, after drifting the feathery
snow in banks and mounds, had now lulled, as if awaiting the coming of the dawn,
which came on with its first red streaks, as a confident explorer to intrude and dispel
the gray misty gloom which had enclosed the hard fingers of the frosty icicles and
the white ghostly branches of the trees.
Neither the intruder nor the waiting one broke the silence, which reigned ~upreme except for the :listant crowing of a cock and the answering notes of another,
or the dreary howl of a far-off dog, who seemed to plead to know if there was any
life in this quiet, white desert.
But now a tiny, yellow light gleamed from a distant window, and now another
and another ; a creaking door was pushed violently open, disclosing the bulky figure
of a woman, who, with shovel and broom , set about ridding the steps of their fleecy
cushions. A t nv, pink face was pressed against the window-pane, viewing, longingly, the trackless, white expanse without.
In the distance could be heard the regular, crunched step, and the low, suppressed humming of someone approaching, as a bent, well bundled figure came
slowly down the white walk, his heavy boots marking the snow with deep tracks
and breaking the sheets of ice on the shallow puddle, , which, with a crackling sound,
gave forth their dark mudd y stains to the snow above .
Before him lay a view that would have made the hand of any artist long for a
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brush and easel. The tiny houses of the village surrounded and roofed with snow,
looked like weather-beaten boxes floating on a dazzling white sea, and they appeared almost luminous from the red gold glow in the east, which in brilliant
streaks of gold rested on the soft line of the horizon, seen in the blue distance.
The flaming sun now rising slowly from behind , made the long, parallel shadows
stealthily shorten, as if drawn in by an invisible hand .
A rickety milk cart, drawn by a dingy white horse, appearing almost gray
amidst such snow, came rattling around the corner-the first intruder on the
smooth, white road.
The village had at last awakened, and the lonely dog no longer wailed in solitude, but was now scampering and frisking after the heels of his red-mittened mistress, who, with snow laden feet and bobbing woolen cap, ran happily to school
through the beautiful and first snow of that southern winter.
RUTH BRAMLETTE-'11.

Alhl Ajp)jp)IT'©~llfaltill@fill

It was in the bleak December. Each toll of the old reliable clock in the F annin county court house brought the Festival of St. Nicholas sixty golden minutes
nearer. Just because the seniors for two or three previous years had had a Christmas tree, the seniors of 1911 had to have one too.
Now the seniors were plt-nty able to have a tree, provided they could raise the
necessary money. But here was where they struck a knot. At last they decided
to have a show. This idea originated in the fertile brain of the Professor of Modern Literature. They decided to pull the thing off on Friday night, because they
were depending principally on the patronage of the juniors, and they knew the
juniors studied long and hard every other night in the week.
The afternoon of that Friday was the one set aside for the juniors to have
their literary society meet ing, but, because the seniors wanted to bring upstairs a
couple ot ferns and to tack up a half doztn pennants, the Professor of Modern Literature postponed the meeting. Whereupon, two officials of the said society became
angry and handed in their resignations, but that did not make any difference with
the Professor of Modern Literature. If Col. Roosevelt had resigned from the
editorial staff of the Outlook for the same reason it would have been just the same
with our professor.
Well , eight o'clock came, and so did the people who were willing to see the
vaudeville. After juggling with the switches to the lights for three or four minutes,
the right set was turned on and the performance began.
First, the stately form of the Professor of Modern Literature was seen to glide
across the stage and halt in the center. In a few burning words he told the inhabitants of the bleachers that the reason they ( he and the seniors) were there that night
was for the money·; and that we could see that they needed it, for no programmes
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had been printed. He wound up by saying that the first number was the addrrss
of welcome by the president of the class, John Scarborou gh.
We had flattered ourselves that we had read and heard the deepest speeches
that a human being's mind could originate. However, we should not have been
so proud of our knowledge , for that speech was never surpassed in depth of thought.
So eloquently did the speaker talk and so emotional was he that a space of half a
minute would often elapse between his word,. When he was half way through the
argument, so deep did it become that the speaker had to take his manuscript
from his pistul pocket and read the rest of his weighty discourse, which closed with
the words: "We will now proceed to entertain you." ( Applause on the seniur
side). We were all glad it was over, but not half so glad as Scarboroug h.
A song by the class was next announced by the Professor of Modern Litera·
ture. We could never make out what it was about, because we could not tell bv
the name of it. But, as the professor led in the applause for it, we supposed average tolks like ourselves ought to be content.
A paper by Allien Richards was the next thing to the bat.
Well, we are glad that there is one person in the senior class that will come up
and acknowled ge their meanness. Allien turned State's evidence, and that is all
there is to it. You talk about Rluebeard and his gang, but they are sprouting
win gs compared to what the seniors are doing, according to Allien. Playing practical jokes on the teachers, making secret love to each other, and a dozen other
stunts as mean, are the things that occupy all their time.
We were next entertained (may the gods wink at this yarn) by a humorous
paper read by Howard Bridge. We always had thought that Howard was an
archeologis t, and his stunt proved it. Why, the jokes he got off originated around
the camp fires at the siege of Troy.
The next thing was a violin solo by Clifford Gibson, and as Clifford sawed
away on that fiddle, it sounded like an Arkansas farmer going home over the hills
in a rattling good wagon.
Then came "Advice to the Juniors" by Ann Wiggins. Ann surely must have
spent a great deal of her time in Shakespea rean research, for the advice was identically the same as that used by Colonel William on the night of his graduation.
Next, Lockie Marshall sang a solo. We suppose that was all right too. But
the way that Lockie "hollered" put us in mind of a dairy maid calling the cows
home.
Then Elizabeth Love tried to show us something about the future destinies of
the seniors on the blackboard . We got angry in a minute. The very idea al
Elizabeth using a blackboard to try to show an intelligent audience like us something
that could easily be understood , made us want to break up the whole thing. We
would have done it, too, only we could not get anybody to help us.
A trio, composed of Ruth Steger, Bernice Carleton and Clifford Gibson, entertained the audience next. (We guess it is about time for the gods to wink again)
Bernice and Clifford kept quiet half of the time, and let Ruth sing for them the
other half, and the singing sounded like the noise that the Professor of Modern
Literature makes when he scratches the blackboard with his fingernails.
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Emily Belle Jackson next recited "Casey at the Bat.'' You have heard of
"Casey Jones," have you not? Well, by the time Emily Belle got through with
her Casey, Casey Jones and his family could not hold a light to her hero. Most of
the people on the bleachers thought that Emily Belle's Casey should have run into
a forty foot ditch too.
The Vaudeville was billed to end by an octette of boys. This octette raised
the house, i. e., all that was not stationary. Chairs, fire extinguishers, arms of the
seats, and other things were seen to move toward the stage. Besides these, a regular shower of lemons, onions, cabbage and potatoes was sent to the scene of the
heavenly music. But, let it be said to the octette's honor, that they fought "The Battle of the Nile all the While", and later retired in perfect order. Io two minutes
after the last words had been said the hall was empty, and thirty minutes later an.
old cat walked on the stage and calmly waited for the mice to forsake their holes.
P. S. Some one ran off with the door receipts, and so the seniors did not get
to have their Christmas tree after all. Instead, they picked up the lemons, onions,
cabbage, and potatoes, and cooked the mixture, made lemonade, and had a
Christmas festival.
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Shape-Retaining
Clothes
This is one of the principal features of

Adler's Collegian
Clothes
-,i You get sterling value when you purchase one of these Suits. We
are now showing the widest range of exclusive patterns i,1 our history.

-,i SUITS OF ELEGANCE FOR YOUNG MEN who appreci•
ate style. We want you to see this magnificent showing of Adler's
Collegian Clothes. Come and let us show you one of these Suits.

Rogers,Woodward & Roberts Co.
BONHAM, TEXAS

YOU KNOW US
The Biggest
GROCERY, GRAIN
AND FEED MEN
in Fannin County
The Biggest Buyers of Country
Produce in the City

We'll sell to your child just
the same price as · to
your landlord

SID SMITH & Co.
Bonham, Texas

Phone 294

Mr. Rather (To the Ninth Grade
Science Section): I wish you would
quit using so much slang in your
themes.
A moment later (To the Latin Sec•
tion): Girls, cut out that Ladies Aid
Society over there.
Freshman, beware of English; take
heed of Latin; come not near Algebra;
have an eye to Domestic Science; trust
not Zoology; mark well History; for it
loves thee not. Thou must not
wrong Manual Training. There is
but one mind behind all of these; and
it is bent against a freshman. If thou
beest not immortal, look about you;
for security gives way to conspiracy.
The mighty gods defend thee.
Thy lover,
A Sophomore.
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AGAIN ........
We want to remind you that our
Showi ng of Spring and
Summ er Merch andise
is unsurp assed and that we appreciate your patron age.
GRAH AM, CRAW FORD & COMP ANY

T. F. GRAY

J. A. KINCA ID

Dealer in

for

STAPLE AND

STAPLE AND

FANCY

FANCY

GROC ERIES

GROC ERIES

SEED AND

QUICK

FEED

DELIVE RY

East Side Square

GUARA NTEED

PHON E No. 25

Phone 67 and 375
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FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKIN G..... .
CALLS ANSWERED NIGHT AND DAY
Day Phone No. 137
Night Phone Nos. 343 and 248-2

BONHAM HOUSEFURNI SHING CO.
202, 204, 206 East Side Square

'Wle lba\?e
B :tSeauttful Baaortment
of

Grabuating
Gifts

:}. 'Wt. ~eeler

Mr. Rather: Have you read "Hilt
to Hilt" by Cooke?
Jesse K.: No, sir.
Mr. Rather: Have you read
"Huckleberry Finn" by Mark Twain?
Jesse K: No, sir.
Mr. Rather: Well, what have you
read?
Jesse K: I have red hairs on m1·
head, sir.
Mr. Kooken: Howard, what is absolute zero?
Howard: It is when a solid, who~e
temperature is lowered, turns to a
liquid or something.
Capitola Fulkerson ( when the class
picture was being taken): For goodness sake, somebody get in front of m1·
feet!
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]Pour name ma~ be 1btram, mautie or J8bene3er===
llf ~ou care for tee cream, "'Ulllbtte mountain" ta tbe free3er.
lit ta better tban otbera; more cleanl~"'makea fine cream:
:a bummer for Summer, it free3ea like a tlream.

Ubo1npson==Bbernatb~ 1bar~ware <tompan~
" '.JLeati ers in G'>ut '.!Lin e"

The Leadi ng Store of Bonh am
for High Class
Merc handi se ...
WHI TE, BLAK ENEY & FULL ER
ROBI NSON
& BAK ER
LIVER Y
You don't get the best Foot wear,
if you don't buy Lewis' Shoes.

Fancy Grocerie s for
Outing Parties
Agents for King's Chocola tes
RUSSE LL & RUSSE LL
The People's Grocers

FEED AND
SALES ST ABLE
AND
•
TRANS FER LINES
We Never
Disappo int Patrons

PHON E
No. 104
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F OR DEP OSI 'IOl lS
is organized under the National Banking Law is under
the constant supervisio n of the U. S. Governm ent.
,r Not less than five sworn reports must be made each year, and these
reports are always called for an unexpect ed date in the past. This
means daily readiness . These reports must be published and verified
by the expert bank examiner , whom the Governm ent sends here to
thorough ly examine this bank twice each year, at unexpecte d times.

~TThis Bank

THIS RANK HAS

$200,000 .00
Capital ( paid up )
200,000.00
Stockholde rs Liability
l-!5,000 .00
Surplt•s Funds
$5-15,000 .00
Making a total of
which stands, not as a total security, but as the margin of security for our depositors.

~ Every dollar of the above would have to be lost before any deposi-

tors could lose a cent. Bear in mind that every dollar deposited in this
bank is protected whether it draws interest or not. Deposits in State
Banks that draw any interest are NOT protected under the so-called
guaranty law.
~ This Bank is restricted by law to conservat ive business methods
and its funds are protected by modern burglar-r roof steel vaults, and its
officers and employes are under heavy bond for faithful discharge of
their duties.

FIR S~r NAT ION AL BANI{
1I'illl® IF@@~lblfillil~

Ly on -G ray
Lu 1n ber Co.
D ea l e rs In

LUM BER
and All Kind s of
Build ing

Mate rial

PHO NE

56

Sout h Main Stre et

The football is a gentle beast
That lies upon the ground.
He never grumbles in the least,
Though men his visage pound.

If I should e'er a football be,
A set of teeth I'd cut,
And when a brute assaulted me
I'd bite him on the foot!

Ex.-

J uniors large and juniors small,
U seful each to the seniors all,

N o one there can be who doubts
In our helping those students out.
O f plane geometry little thet know;
R eally 'tis sad to find it so,
S eniors in learning are always slow.

THE

SAYONARA

Ube jfannfn ctount~ 1Ratfonal :fBank
CAPITAL $100,000.00
J. W. Russell, President

SURPLUS $50,000.00
J. T. Kennedy, Vice-Prest

C. L. Bradford, Cashier

BON HAM, TEXAS

Ube @Ibest 1Bank fn jfannfn ctountr

I}aZace ])rug Store

w
<f:oilet :fir tioZes
and

WHEN IN NEED
of

GROCERIES
HARDWARE AND
VEHICLES

,Soli~oz ,Sup pZie s

Call On, or Phone

:JI ,SpeoiaZtg

WELLS,
NUNNELEE &
HUMPHREY

~

We Can and Will Please You

South Side ,Square

Phone No. 66

THE

SAYONARA

THEY HAVE I'l~
WHO HAS WHAT?

EVERYrl~HING IN l~IIE
HARDWARE LINE

Chas. Davis & Company
THE HARDWARE PEOPLE
Phone No. 12

IJ:rugs
IJ:ruggists' Sund:ries

Statione:ry
'I)e:rfume:ry and
<;'oiZet
:fl:rticZes

J Wcmt

~our Business

Exciteme1. t reigned on every hand,
Throughout the whole of Sophomore
land;
The pupils went to the stores
In dozens and in scores,
Till some couldn't even get in at the
doors.
John Peterson had himself measured
for suits,
Joe Babb bought collars, DeWitt Neal
new boots,
And Miss Florence Spence purchased
a bonnet,
Just come from Paris, with blue ribbons on it.
In fact, at the stores, they were so
busy
With taking money they grew quite
dizzy.
And on everyone's lip
Was the talk of the class picture.

THE

S.dYONARA

Some Day You May Need
a piece of Furniture of some kind-we hope you will
need a COMPLETE OUTFI T FO R A HOME OF
YOUR OWN, and in either event, whether it is just
one small piece or a wedding outfit, don ' t forget that
we have the most complete line of

Furniture, Rugs and Draperies
you can see in Fannin County and that we propose selling you as low as any house in Texas will.

Halsell & Caldwell Company
Bonhalll

'l ~exas

Jf.ot and GoZd
!)rinks
Jn Season

(Jiine r:]onfections
r:]igars

WILLIAMS

~

BISHOP

DEALERS IN

and <l,{ooaccos
W e J rJake S pecial "!)rices to

Groceries

]9aPties and ~ ntertainments

GRAIN AND FEED

61.ZP S

ervice is U ne~ceZZed

"(p'Ae "J3est :fiht)ays"

Jf.sndrick' s
Gonfectionsry

TELEPHONE NO. 65

THE

SAYONARA

IT REQUIRES A STRENUOUS EFFORT
for a boy or girl to make a
success 1n any undertaking
a

We make strenuous effort every day to supply
every Drug, Book or Jewelry want better than
it is possible for any one else to do.
Phone "thirty-three" and you will see.

Saunders Drug Co.

LAND
Is the source of all Wealth. It's
a safe investment. It's a sure
Put your earnings
investment.
where they will not "fly away."
After seventeen year's experience in the land business I think
I can assist you when you want
to buy Real Estate.

Will H. Evans
Over Hrst National Bank
BON HA \1, TEXAS

Beezley strikes the hammer,
Rather strikes the heart,
Kooken strikes the bugs all right,
Strother Domestic Art.
White, she strikes for proofs,
Barrett for ancient dates,
Carmichael strikes the bell at noon,
And Fillers strikes our fates .

Miss Barrett has been trying to take
cooking all the year, but cannot manage it since she cannot get two successive periods.

Here's
Here's
Here's
Here's

to
to
to
to

the neatest one,
the sweetest one,
the dearest maidWillie M.

.
THE

SAYONARA

We Have Finished
The Hard School of Experien ce
Having made a marvelous record of growth since
the launching of our business. Fair square dealing
has always won. Start an account and grow with
us. Your deposits in our institution are absolutely
guaranteed under the laws of the State of Texas.

The First State Bank of Bon ham
G i bson &
~['aylo r

<totnmencentent
(Sifts
OUR LINE OF
WATCHES

Real

Estate, Farrn

Loans,Insu rance

RINGS
LOCKETS AND CHAINS
SCARF PINS
CUFF LINKS

Office Due South of

FOBS

Court House

AND PI NS
IS COMPLETE

Bon h a1n, T'exas

<I. JS. 18owman

Phone 246

Jeweler an~
©ptician

THE

SAYON ,JRA

"THE GO<JD CLOTHES STORE"
Exclusive Agents for
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX AND ADLER
ROCHESTER CLOTHES
MANHATTAN AND E. & W. SHIRTS
WALK-OVER AND HANAN
SHOES
KEISER & CHENEY BROS. CRAVATS
j

HOT?
THIRSTY?
JUST TELL IT T O

HOOPER

The Latin Section of the 8th grade
of the Bonham High School thinks
that the earth is made right side up.
Therefore, they are not going to turn
any of it.
Senior Singer- "Yes, my boy, they
were absolutely glued to their seats!"
Freshman-"That's how you kept
them there, was it?"

BONHAM

Senior to Sophomme: "How long
can you live without brains?"
Soph: "Oh, I don't know, how
old are you?"

CANDY

"Electricity has only two rivals-the
sun, and DeWitt Neal's head."

AT THE

KITCHEN
" Where Most People Buy Drinks"

"Two things are certain-Cleath and
exams.''

I

THE

S.IIYONARA

PHILI P WISE
FURNITUR E
AND UNDERTAK ER S ~UPPLIES
9

Phone 16 and 152

If Yon Kno,v
It All Don't
Read This

, , , Ohe,,,

.7/cme Oailors
Old Clothes Made New
New Clothes Made Too

Don Ryburn has the most upto- date Picture and Novelty
Store in Texas.
Picture Framing a Specialty.
This sounds good for Bonham.

.9lall & f.Jalton
lihu

Sur"

$it .9'uoplu

,JO,J S . 91/ain St.

!l'hone 39,J

THE

SAYONARA

f

MYSTI C
THEATRE
LATEST PHOTO PLAYS
AND
ILLUSTRATED SONGS

Friends,
dents:

countrymen,

fellow-stu-

Hear me for my cause, and be

silent that you may hear;

believe me

for mine honor, and have respect
mine

honor

that

you

for

may believe;

censure me in your wisdom, and awake
your senses, that you may better judge.

If there be any in this class, any
lover of Caesar, to him I say that my
love for the Latin "Pony" is no less
than this. If then, that lover demand
why I protest against actual translations, this is my answer: Not that I
love Caesar less, but that I love the
"Pony" more. Had you rather translate Caesar honestly and fail each term,
or use a "Pony" and rank highest in

your class?

As it is hard, I scorn it;

as it is complex, I forget it; as it is disgusting, I spurn it; and, as we are ambitious. we use- "The Pony."
Who is here so base that would
be a failure?

Who is here

so rude

that would not at some time be a graduate? Who is here so vile that will
not love his "Pony?'' If any, speak;
for him have I offended. I pause for
reply.
Sophs:

None, classmate, none!

Speaker: Then, none have I offended. The question of its use is
abused by the Faculty, yet, to the students its glory is not extenuated, nor
its offenses enforced for which it suffered death.

~-c,ery-t ing
for poung J(Jen
In High-grade Goods
Come and See Us

Jianooo'Ji,,,Jis-c,17J Go.
South, Side Sq-aa.l'e

This Annual
Cream and Sugar

Boiled Egg Shella

is a sample of the Print•
ing done by the Bonham

Olives

Conaomme
Bread Stieb

Boiled Eggs

Hard Boiled Eggs

Medium Boiled Bgga

News.

It is the only

class of printing they do,

Soft Boiled Eggs Boiled Egg Yellow,
Boiled Egg de Shella
Fried Chicken

but it's the only kind so

far as the quality goes-•

Eggs a la Boiled
Green Pea•

Dresaed Lettuce
Frozen Pudding

Cracken

